Ensuring sustainable WASH across 10 states impacting 8 million rural people
VISION
To impact health and living standards of communities inclusively and sustainably.

MISSION
To assess, evaluate, design and implement sustainable solutions in WASH (water, sanitation & hygiene), health, solid & liquid waste management and education for improved quality of life.

STORY OF EVOLUTION

FINISH Society registered in 2010 as an offspring of FINISH Programme - Dutch funded Public Private Partnership

2009-10
Focus was to facilitate in constructing individual household sanitation. Started working directly with the Government.

2010-12
Started taking up sanitation hardware projects with Government. UNICEF was one of our first donors. Focus was mostly hardware part of sanitation.

2012-14
Moved towards software component of WASH like BCC, Trainings, Technical & Knowledge. Added more CSR partners. FINISH Programme ended target over achieved. >.06 M

2014-16
Diversified from sanitation into School WASH, SWM, LWM, Health, Capacity Building, Knowledge & Research Repeat projects, expanded geographies with CSR partners Presence in 10 states

2016-18
Expanding partnerships - sustaining on local grants Piloting Sanitation Impact Bond Increased outreach in sanitation > 1 M New areas: Water & Agriculture New Program: FINISH Mondial Target 3 M people by 2025

INR 4.2 M (FY 2011-12)
INR 110 M (FY 2019-20)
WASH in Communities

- **54,98,415** People reached for awareness on safe sanitation
- **39%** Amount leveraged from MFIs/FIs for toilet construction
- **48%** Amount leveraged from Government subsidy for toilet construction
- **12%** Client contribution
- **1%** CSR contribution

WASH in Schools

- **1,50,000** Children trained on Hand washing practices
- **26,899** Adolescent girls trained on MHM
- **5,575** Schools upgraded to child friendly WASH infrastructure

Solid Waste Management

- **67,066** Families practicing waste segregation
- **80%** Average Source segregation across all projects
- **200** Green workers mostly women gained livelihood at material recovery centre

Liquid Waste Management

- **7 MLD** Sewage treatment plant to be set up in Sembakkam lake Chennai
- **50 KLD** Plants set up in 2 lakes of Dungarpur, Rajasthan
- Promoting constructed wetland technology for grey and black water treatment

Training & Capacity Building

- **20,000** Swachhagrahis and masons trained on safe sanitation technology
- **300** Trainings conducted in Bihar and Rajasthan
- Key resource center under MoDW&S, GOI

Knowledge Management & Research

- **Nudges for Rural Sanitation in Bihar** To Promote Latrine Use in 2000 families
- **Sustainability Assessment** Retrofits for Usage, Technology and Functionality of Toilets in 3500 families in Rural Bihar

Health & Nutrition

- **30,000** People reached for awareness on health and nutrition
- **500** People treated for Anemia, BP, Sugar, Malnutrition
- **350** People linked to Government schemes on health and nutrition

Agriculture

- **15,500** Acres of farming land covered for best agriculture practices in Rajasthan
- **3,500** Farmers trained on wheat development programme & integrated nutrient management
- **882** Farmers adopted improved agricultural practices
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Geographical reach- 50 Districts/10 states.

Expertise in knowledge management, research and advocacy

Financial Inclusion- reaching 1 Lakh people

Agriculture- impacting 1 Lakh farmers

Reach 2 Lakh families for new toilets, retrofitting and bathrooms

Sustainable solid waste management for 2.5 Lakh families

Climate-smart solutions for water management for 3 Lakh families

Impact 3 Lakh children under WASH & Life Skills

Benefit 4 Lakh families under faecal sludge management

---

**OUR BELIEVERS**

**Diversified Partnership Framework**

- Strategic partners - WASTE, WSSCC, Aqua for All, Amref, Take-a-Stake, Water.org.
- Implementation partners – Cashpor, BWDC, Gram Uthhan, RDO Trust

---

To know more, please get in touch

**Address:** 4/353, Vikas Nagar
**Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh**
**Pin 226022**
**Website:** www.finishsociety.org
**Email:** info@finishsociety.com
**Phone:** 0522 4067888

---

@finishsociety  @finishprogramme  @finishsociety  @finishsociety